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this is James eighth signature shoes second versions, so called Nike Air Max LeBron 8 V/2 Nike Air Max LeBron, the 8 main
features of V/2 light, the light upper is made of synthetic leather making, distribution of fly line technology and Nike before Air Max
LeBron 8 is the same as that of the upper mass the air hole permeability improved. In addition, Nike Air Max LeBron 8 will have third
versions before launch, also introduced, is preparing for the playoffs Nike LeBron 8 PS version, Nike Lebron 8 P.S with Fuse upper,
TPU support, the end use of the 180 degree Max Air full palm Cushlon shock and the shock. Nike Lebron 8 P.S will be on sale next
summer. 

Although 
NIKE ID business in the country did not achieve the desired effect of NIKE and popularity, probably because of the popularity and
exposure rate is not enough, or the price is not but this does not hinder the amiable and easy of approach, NIKE ID has become the
best way to ultimate fans personal version of shoes. This year's new ZOOM KOBE V and IV, are Nike ID in the domestic business of
domestic support, believe that if you pay attention to ZOOM KOBE V before the exposure of the two versions of the word, you will find
a special ZOOM KOBE V is not only the color, but also is rich and delicate material collocation selection. The HARAJUKU ID
exposure these days is even more so. HARAJUKU (Japanese Harajuku) is one of Japan's popular culture center, is one of the
world's most important source of SNEAKER, the double color materials and ID as the SNEAKER culture as the glitter of harajuku!
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